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This article studies the ability of an N-factor Gaussian model to explain the
stochastic behavior of oil futures prices when estimated with the use of all
available price information, as opposed to traditional approaches of aggregating data for a set of maturities. A Kalman ﬁlter estimation procedure
that allows for a time-dependent number of daily observations is used to
calibrate the model. When applied to all daily oil futures price transactions
from 1992 to 2001, the model performs very well, requiring at least three
factors to explain the term structure of futures prices, but four factors to ﬁt
the volatility term structure. The model also performs very well for daily
copper futures transactions from 1992 to 2001 and for out-of-sample daily
oil futures transactions from 2002 to 2004. © 2006 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
The valuation and hedging of commodity contingent claims has received
a great amount of attention by both academics and practitioners, and
has become an important area of ﬁnancial economics. Inextricably interwoven with this issue is the modeling and estimation of the stochastic
behavior of commodity prices. The practical implication of having better
models and estimation methodologies is that commodity producers and
consumers, and also financial intermediaries, may implement sound
investment and risk-management strategies with vast economic implications. On the contrary, the application of naïve models can lead to unreliable results, which may include heavy ﬁnancial losses to corporations
(Culp & Miller, 1994).
Among commodities traded in financial markets, oil is one of the
most important, and has been studied in the literature extensively. Its
relevance induces innovations in ﬁnancial markets, generating new oil
contingent claims that should be used in the estimation of the stochastic
behavior of oil prices.
One important source of information for the study of oil prices is
the futures market. Oil futures markets have included in recent years
new futures contracts with longer maturities up to 7 years. When new
contracts are introduced there is no historical information. In addition,
not all futures contracts trade every day. If a complete data set of prices
is to be used, some prices need to be discarded or aggregated, with great
information loss. Thus, it would be desirable that the estimation procedure uses all price information available.
Oil prices are very volatile, have a high degree of mean reversion
(Bessembinder, Coughenour, Seguin, & Smoller, 1995), and exhibit
complex dynamics. Thus, it is important to analyze the number of risk
factors required to model this stochastic behavior (Cortazar & Schwartz,
1994).
Several models of the stochastic process followed by commodity
prices have been proposed in the literature. They differ in how they specify spot price innovations and how they model the cost of carry. The cost of
carry represents the storage cost plus the interest paid to ﬁnance the asset
minus the net beneﬁt that accrues to the asset holder, if any. In the commodities literature, the beneﬁt received by the commodity owner, but not
by the futures contract owner, is called the convenience yield (Brennan,
1958, 1991; Deaton & Laroque, 1992; Gibson & Schwartz, 1990;
Routledge, Seppi, & Spatt, 2000; Working, 1949), which is commonly
represented as a dividend yield.
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Early models of commodity prices assume a one-factor geometric
Brownian motion for the spot price with a constant interest rate and
convenience yield, which implies a constant cost of carry (Brennan &
Schwartz, 1985). Even though this widely used and simple model has
the advantage of being very tractable, it has some undesirable properties
like exhibiting a constant volatility term structure of futures price
returns. Empirical evidence suggests, however, that the volatility term
structure of futures prices is a decreasing function of maturity
(Bessembinder, Coughenour, Seguin, & Smoller, 1996), which may be
explained by the existence of mean reversion in commodity prices
(Bessembinder et al., 1995).
To address this issue, several authors have proposed different onefactor models that take into account mean reversion in commodity prices
(Laughton & Jacoby, 1993, 1995; Ross, 1997; Schwartz, 1997).
However, an empirical implication of all models that consider a single
source of uncertainty is that futures prices for different maturities
should be perfectly correlated, which deﬁes existing evidence.
To account for a more realistic model of commodity prices, two- and
three-factor models have been proposed1 (Cortazar & Schwartz, 2003;
Gibson & Schwartz, 1990; Hilliard & Reis, 1998; Schwartz, 1997;
Schwartz & Smith, 2000). The advantage of using more factors in modeling the spot price process and the cost of carry is that a better ﬁt to
observed futures prices may be obtained. This goodness of ﬁt can generally be observed not only in terms of mean-squared errors, but also by
comparing empirical and model-implied volatility term structures, which
is critical for valuing option-like contingent claims and also for riskmanagement applications.
In addition to deﬁning the commodity price model, a methodology
to obtain parameter estimates must be chosen. For Gaussian models
such as the one presented in this article, a closed-form formula of the
probability distribution of futures prices is known, and parameters may
be obtained by maximizing their likelihood function. Therefore, consistent estimates of model parameters are obtained with their respective
estimation errors.
Some difﬁculties must be addressed, however, to successfully apply
these models to commodity markets. For example, most multifactor models are based on nonobservable state variables that must be estimated
from observed prices. Thus, in addition to calibrating model parameters,
1

A different approach for modeling the spot price of a commodity is based on the Heath, Jarrow, and
Morton (1992) no-arbitrage model (Cortazar & Schwartz, 1994; Miltersen & Schwartz, 1998).
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which are assumed constant for each data set, it is necessary to estimate
state variables for each date.
When state variables and futures prices are related by a closed-form
formula, it is possible to estimate the unobserved state variables by
inverting the pricing formula (Chen & Scott, 1993; Dufﬁe & Singleton,
1997; Pearson & Sun, 1994). In this case, it is assumed that futures
prices are observed without measurement error. However, for any given
date the number of available prices is generally higher than the number
of state variables that need to be estimated. Therefore, it must be
assumed that observed prices have some degree of measurement error,
which has to be assigned across the different contracts. Moreover, it may
be desirable to include as many observed futures prices as possible in the
estimation process of the state variables.
One of the most successful econometric procedures that takes into
account the above issues is the Kalman ﬁlter, a widely used estimation
methodology that can handle multifactor models with nonobservable
state variables and measurement errors. In addition, it is capable of
using a large price panel in the estimation process, avoiding the necessity
of making an arbitrary selection of contracts to include in the estimation.
The Kalman ﬁlter has been used in ﬁnance to estimate state variables of
commodity price models by Schwartz (1997), Schwartz and Smith
(2000), Manoliu and Tompaidis (2002), and Sørensen (2002), among
others.
Traditional implementations of the Kalman ﬁlter normally assume a
complete panel data set. This implies that for all given dates in the estimation sample, prices for the same set of contracts (with the same maturities) must be observed. This is not normally the case, because ﬁnancial
markets have innovations, and new contracts with longer maturities are
frequently introduced. Traditional applications of the Kalman ﬁlter typically address this missing-data problem by aggregating or discarding
data, with the consequent loss of information.
The missing-data problem may be so relevant that some authors
have chosen not to use the Kalman ﬁlter, but to propose an alternative
procedure to handle cases where the panel data are incomplete. Cortazar
and Schwartz (2003) propose a very simple estimation procedure and
apply it to an incomplete panel of oil futures prices. The methodology,
however, does not make an optimal use of prices in the estimation of
state variables (as opposed to the Kalman ﬁlter), and is unable to obtain
parameter estimation errors.
An alternative procedure used in this article is to modify the traditional application of the Kalman ﬁlter to address incomplete panel-data
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conditions. Sørensen (2002) uses this procedure for a seasonal price
model, and Cortazar, Schwartz, and Naranjo (2003) use it for estimating
the term structure of interest rates in an emerging market with lowfrequency transactions. However, this approach has not received much
attention in the literature.
This article studies the ability of an N-factor Gaussian model to
explain the stochastic behavior of oil futures prices when estimated with
the use of all price information available, as opposed to traditional
approaches of aggregating data for a set of maturities. A Kalman ﬁlter
estimation procedure that allows for a time-dependent number of daily
observations is used to calibrate the model. When applied to all daily oil
futures price transactions from 1992 to 2001, the model performs very
well, requiring at least three factors to explain the term structure of
futures prices, but four factors to ﬁt the volatility term structure.
The organization of the article is as follows. The next section
explains the N-factor Gaussian model for the spot price of oil. The
Kalman ﬁlter methodology is then presented in an incomplete panel-data
setting. Estimation results for oil futures prices are presented, and a
conclusion is provided.
OIL PRICE MODEL AND FUTURES
VALUATION
In this section an N-factor Gaussian model for the spot price of a commodity is presented, as well as its relation with other models commonly
found in the commodities literature. In addition, valuation formulas for
futures contracts and the theoretical volatility term structure of futures
returns are obtained.
The Model
The N-factor model presented in this article generalizes existing twoand three-factor models commonly found in the literature (Cortazar &
Schwartz, 2003; Gibson & Schwartz, 1990; Schwartz, 1997; Schwartz &
Smith, 2000) to an N-factor setting. The model is based on the A0(N)
canonical representation of Dai and Singleton (2000) for interest rates,
which can be traced back to Vasicek (1977) and Langetieg (1980).
However, in contrast to the interest-rates literature, which usually
assumes a stationary process for the underlying spot rate, the Gaussian
model for the spot price presented in this article is nonstationary, as it is
usually assumed in the commodities literature.
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Even though one-factor models may be able to explain a sizable
fraction of the total price variance, these models tend to fit observed
futures prices and the term structure of the volatility of futures returns
rather poorly. The optimal number of factors that should be speciﬁed in
a model depends on the stochastic behavior of the term structure of the
speciﬁc commodity that is being modeled (Cortazar & Schwartz, 1994),
and on the complexity that the modeler is willing to accept.
The N-factor model presented in the following extends existing
models of commodity prices to an arbitrary number of factors while
providing simple analytic valuation formulas for futures prices. This
renders the model tractable and easy to implement and calibrate.
Moreover, the model is Gaussian, which allows the use of the Kalman
ﬁlter to estimate unobserved state variables and the use of maximumlikelihood techniques to calibrate model parameters. However, previous commodity literature has only focused in using one-, two-, and
three-factor models, without extending its use to a general N-factor
setting.
In this model, the spot price process of the commodity can be
described as
log St  1xt  mt

(1)

where xt is a n  1 vector of state variables and m, the long-term growth
rate, is a constant. The vector of state variables xt follows the process
dxt  Kxt dt   dwt

(2)

where
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are n  n diagonal matrices with entries that are positive constants. Also,
dwt is a n  1 vector of correlated Brownian motion increments such
that (dwt )(dwt )   dt, where the (i, j) element of  is rij  [1, 1],
the instantaneous correlation between state variables i and j.
This model speciﬁcation implies that the state variables have a multivariate Normal distribution. The ﬁrst state variable follows a random
walk, inducing a unit root in the spot price process. Each of the other
state variables reverts to zero at a mean reversion rate given by ki. In
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order to compare the present model to traditional models found in the
commodities literature, k1 has been exogenously set to zero.2
By assuming a constant risk premium3 , the risk-adjusted process
for the vector of state variables is
dxt  (  Kxt ) dt   dw*t

(3)

where  is a n  1 vector of real constants.
Instead of modeling the risk-free interest rate and the convenience
yield independently (Gibson & Schwartz, 1990), this article models
the cost of carry ct (Schwartz & Smith, 2000), deﬁned as the difference
between the instantaneous risk-free interest rate rt and the convenience
yield dt.
Afﬁne Transformations of the Model
This subsection shows how to rewrite a model through an afﬁne transformation, and this procedure is later applied to the Gibson and
Schwartz (1990) model to show that this is a particular case of the
N-factor model presented in this article.
Consider the following model:
log St  hZt  m(t)

(4)

dZt  (KZt  ) dt   dwt

(5)

where Zt is a vector of state variables, d wt d wt   dt, m(t) is a scalar
function, h and  are vectors, and matrices K and  need not be diagonal.
Then, the following afﬁne transformation T(Zt )  LZt  (t) may
be applied to the original state vector Zt to obtain a new state vector
xt  T(Zt ). If the matrix L is invertible, then there exists a one-to-one
correspondence between the state variables of the two models. The new
model is
log St  hxt  m(t)

(6)

dxt  (Kxt  )dt   dwt

(7)

2

Obviously, this assumption could easily be relaxed in order to study stationary models of commodity
prices. Actually, when the model was estimated with this assumption relaxed, no significant
differences were found. Also, the model performs well for other commodities, as will be shown later
when calibrated with copper futures.
3
It is assumed for simplicity that the risk premium is constant. However, this could be extended to
any linear function of the state variables to reflect a possible correlation between spot prices,
convenience yields, and interest rates (Casassus & Collin-Dufresne, 2005).
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where h  hL1, m(t)  m(t)  h(t), K  LKL1,   K(t)  L,
dwt dwt   dt,   L  L and   L.
From the analysis of Dai and Singleton (2000) it follows that there
exists an afﬁne transformation T( ) that rewrites any model to another
one with the maximum number of parameters that can be econometrically identified. In particular, if the reversion matrix K is restricted to
have termwise different eigenvalues, then an arbitrary N-factor model
can always be transformed to a model like the one presented in
Equations (1) and (2).4
For example, consider the Gibson and Schwartz (1990) model:
log St  hZt

(8)

dZt  (KZt  ) dt   d wt

(9)

where h  (1 0), K  a

0
0 0
m  1兾2s21
s
b,   a 1
b,   a
b and
ka
0 s2
0 k

1 r
b dt.
r 1
To obtain the relationship between the two models, the following
afﬁne transformation is applied over the original state variable vector Zt:

d wt d wt   dt  a

xt  LZt  
where L  a

(10)

1 1兾k
(m  1兾2s21  a)t  a兾k
b.
b and   a
a兾k
0 1兾k

The new vector xt corresponds to the state variables in the new
model. This transformation is invertible, and therefore it establishes a
one-to-one correspondence between the state variables of the two models,
obtaining
log St  1xt  am 

1 2
s  abt
2 1

dxt  Kxt dt   dwt
where K  a

0 0
s
0
1
b,   a 1
b and dwt dwt   dt  a
0 k
r21
0 s2

4

(11)
(12)
r21
b dt.
1

The reversion matrix is assumed to have termwise different eigenvalues to obtain simpler valuation
formulas for futures contracts.
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The existing relationship between the variance–covariance parameters of the two models is given by   L   L. Assuming a constant risk premium li for each state variable, the risk-adjusted process of
the Gibson and Schwartz (1990) model is
dxt  (KZt    ) dt   d wt

(13)

Under the equivalent martingale measure the drift of the spot price
of a commodity must be equal to the difference between the instantaneous interest rate r, which is assumed constant by Gibson and Schwartz
(1990), and its instantaneous convenience yield, so the following relation must hold:
mlr

(14)

The risk-adjusted process of the new model is:
dxt  (Kxt  ) dt   dwt

(15)

Then, it can be shown that the relationship between the risk premiums of the two models is   L.
Under this new representation, it follows from Equations (11) and
(14) that it is not possible to estimate m, a, and l independently. One of
the three parameters, or a linear combination of them, must be exogenously specified. In the article, Gibson and Schwartz (1990) estimate
from government bond data the instantaneous risk-free interest rate
r  m  l.
Futures Prices
The price of a futures contract at time t and maturing at T can then be
found as the expected value of the spot price under the risk-neutral
measure (Cox, Ingersoll, & Ross, 1981):
F(xt, t, T)  EQ
t (ST )

(16)

As shown in the Appendix, the expected value in Equation (16) can
be computed as
N

F(xt, t, T )  expax1 (t)  a eki(Tt)xi (t)  mt  am  l1 
i2

1 2
s b (T  t)
2 1

1
1  eki(Tt)
1  e(kikj)(Tt)
li 
s
s
r
b
i j ij
ki
2 ija
ki  kj
1
i2
N

a
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One important advantage of this model is its tractability, with explicit
futures price formulas even for an arbitrary number of factors. In addition,
the logarithm of the futures price is a linear function of state variables,
which is useful when estimating the model with a Kalman-filter–based
procedure. Because the state variables have a multivariate normal distribution, any linear combination of state variables will also distribute normal,
allowing maximum-likelihood techniques to be used.
Finally, the model volatility term structure of futures returns can be
obtained from Equations (2) and (17):
n

n

s2F (t)  a a si sj rij e(kikj)t

(18)

i1 j1

Given that k1  0, as the maturity of a futures contract grows, the
volatility of futures returns converges to a constant given by s1, which is
the volatility of the ﬁrst state variable.
ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
The Kalman filter is an estimation methodology that recursively calculates optimal estimates of unobservable state variables with the use of all
past information. Consistent parameter estimates can be obtained by
maximizing the likelihood function of error innovations. In the ﬁnance literature, the Kalman ﬁlter has been used to estimate and implement stochastic models of commodities (Schwartz, 1997; Schwartz & Smith,
2000; Sørensen, 2002), interest rates (Babbs & Nowman, 1999; Cortazar,
Schwartz, & Naranjo, 2003; de Jong, 2000; de Jong & Santa-Clara, 1999;
Duan & Simonato, 1999; Geyer & Pichler, 1999; Lund, 1994, 1997), and
other relevant economic variables (Pennacchi, 1991). Although widely
used in a complete panel-data setting, most literature has not focused on
using the Kalman ﬁlter where there are missing observations in the panel,
a common feature in many commodity futures markets.
One of the characteristics of the Kalman ﬁlter is that state variables
estimates are obtained with the use of a rich information set that includes
past information and not only current prices. Moreover, it can allow for
measurement errors in observable variables that may be induced by market imperfections or by the inability of a model with a restricted number of
factors to explain the whole structure of contemporaneous observations.
The Kalman ﬁlter may be applied to dynamic models that are in a
state-space representation. The measurement equation relates a vector
of observable variables zt with a vector of state variables xt:

v ⬃ N(0, R )

zt  Ht xt  dt  vt
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where zt is a mt  1 vector, Ht is a mt  n matrix, xt is a n  1 vector, dt
is a mt  1 vector, vt is a mt  1 vector of serially uncorrelated Gaussian
disturbances with mean 0 and covariance matrix Rt of dimension
mt  mt, and mt is the number of observations available at time t.
Measurement Equation (19) assumes the existence of a linear relation between observed variables and state variables. As noted above, in
this model the logarithm of futures prices is a linear function of state
variables. Nevertheless, the Kalman filter could be modified (Harvey,
1989) to allow for nonlinear measurement equations, as would be the
case if, for example, commodity option prices alone, or in combination
with futures prices, were used as observations.
The transition equation describes the stochastic process followed by
the state variables:

 ⬃ N(0, Q )

xt  Atxt1  ct  t

t

t

(20)

where At is an n  n matrix, ct is an n  1 vector, and t is an n  1 vector of serially uncorrelated Gaussian disturbances with mean 0 and
covariance matrix. Given this state-space representation, the Kalman
ﬁlter calculates optimal estimates x̂t of state variables and the variancecovariance matrix Pt  E(xt  x̂t )(xt  x̂t ) T.
The Kalman ﬁlter then works recursively, using the previous estimations. First, the one-step-ahead prediction at time t of the state variables
x̂t 0 t1 and its error variance–covariance matrix Pt 0 t1 given all information
up to time t  1 are computed:
x̂ t 0 t1  A t x̂ t1  ct

(21)

Pt 0 t1  AtPt1At  Qt

(22)

This allows for the calculation of one-step-ahead prediction of
observed variables:
ẑ t 0 t1  H t x̂ t|t1  dt

(23)

These calculations only consider the dynamic properties of state
variables and are not affected by the dimension of the vector of observable variables. The prediction error or innovation t and its associated
variance–covariance matrix Ft are:
t

 zt  ẑ t 0 t1

Ft  Ht Pt 0 t1Ht  Rt
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When futures contracts are used as observations, the measurement
equation gives the futures price as a function of state variables and its
maturity, allowing all observed prices to be used in the estimation
process. With the use of Equation (17), the mt row vectors of the matrix
Ht and the elements of the vector dt can be computed.
In addition, the covariance matrix of measurement error Rt must be
parametrized. For this purpose, the Babbs and Nowman (1999)
approach is followed, where it is assumed that all measurement errors
are independent and have the same variance, j2, inducing a diagonal
covariance matrix Rt. Although this assumption could be relaxed, there is
a tradeoff between the accuracy and the complexity of the model in
terms of the number of parameters that need to be estimated.
The optimal estimates are then computed in what is called the
update step:
x̂ t  x̂ t 0 t1  Pt 0 t1Ht F1
t

(26)

t

Pt  Pt 0 t1  Pt 0 t1Ht F1
t HtPt 0 t1

(27)

Note that the above calculations can be performed even if the number of observations varies with time and that the accuracy of the estimation, measured by the variance of the estimation error, increases with the
number of observations that are available to update the ﬁlter.
The estimation of model parameters ˆ is obtained by maximizing
the log-likelihood function of innovations:

log L(

where

1
1
1
)   a log 0Ft 0  a F
2 t
2 t t t

t

(28)

represents a vector containing unknown parameters.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Data
The data used in this study consist of all daily light sweet crude oil
futures prices traded at NYMEX from January 1992 to December 2004.
There are currently 35 contracts traded for different maturities ranging
from 1 to 30 months, and 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 years. However, from 1992 to
1996, the maximum maturity traded at NYMEX was only 4 years. In
1997, new contracts were introduced to include maturities up to 7 years.
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TABLE I

Average Number of Daily Observations and Maximum Maturity Available
of Light Sweet Crude Oil Futures Contracts for Panel A (1992–2001),
B (1992–1996), C (1997–2001), and D (2002–2004)

Panel A
Panel B

Panel C

Panel D

Year

Average number
of daily observations

Maximum maturity
(years)

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

22
22
21
25
31

3
3
3
4
4

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

34
31
31
33
34

7
7
7
7
7

2002
2003
2004

34
34
33

7
7
7

The data are divided into four different panels in Table I. Panel A
includes all futures contracts traded between 1992 and 2001, which correspond to 70,584 observations. In order to analyze the effect (if any) in
parameter estimates of the introduction of long-term contracts in 1997,
the data are divided into Panel B (1992–1996) and Panel C (1997–2001),
with 30,424 and 40,160 observations, respectively.5 Panel D is used for
out-of-sample testing purposes only, and includes futures traded between
2002 and 2004, with 24,947 observations. Table I presents a description
of the data showing the average number of daily observations and the
maximum maturity available for each year during the 1992–2004 period.
The time series of the spot oil price from 1992 to 2004 is displayed
in Figure 1, where it is possible to appreciate the high volatility exhibited
by oil. Spot prices reach a maximum of $55 per barrel, and the minimum
is as low as $10 per barrel. The spot price, defined as the value of an
expiring futures contract, is usually unobservable and must be estimated.
The simplest way of doing it is to use the closest-to-maturity futures contract as a proxy for the oil spot price. A more rigorous way to estimate the
spot price is to set T  t in Equation (17). The price of the closest-tomaturity contract and the theoretical spot price derived from the fourfactor model are similar but not identical, as shown in Figure 1.
5

The data could also be divided with alternative criteria, like structural breaks in oil prices (Serletis,
1992).
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FIGURE 1

Time series of the oil spot price. The ﬁgure displays the historic evolution of the theoretical
oil spot price, calculated from the four-factor model with the use of parameter estimates
from Panel A, and compares it with the closest-to-maturity futures contract from
January 1992 to December 2004. The spot price, although very similar,
is not identical to the closest-to-maturity futures contract.

Parameter Estimation
The model is estimated in Table II with the use of one, two, three, and four
factors, for three different panels: Panel A from 1992 to 2001, Panel B
from 1992 to 1996, and Panel C from 1997 to 2001. The remaining data
are used later for robustness tests of the model. The Kalman filter
described earlier is used to estimate unobserved state variables, and
parameters are obtained by maximizing the likelihood function of futures
price innovations.
Parameter estimates are shown in Table II with standard errors in
parentheses. From this table it can be seen that most parameters are stable across different panels, which shows the reliability of the model
when applied to the oil market. All mean reversion parameters, ki, for all
three panels, are highly significant and show the existence of strong
mean reversion in oil prices. Volatility parameters si are also highly signiﬁcant and stable across panels. Correlation parameters rij are almost
all signiﬁcant. As found in the literature (Schwartz, 1997), the long-term
growth rate parameter m and most risk premium parameters li are not
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0.006 (0.060)

0.015 (0.060)
0.015 (0.047)
0.168 (0.152)
—

0.005 (0.000)

0.336 (0.025)
0.138 (0.029)
0.423 (0.025)
0.010 (0.027)
0.420 (0.023)
0.338 (0.027)

0.004 (0.059)

0.013 (0.059)
0.002 (0.054)
0.117 (0.089)
0.073 (0.079)

0.003 (0.000)

r21
r31
r32
r41
r42
r43

m

l1
l2
l3
l4

e

Note.

0.162 (0.003)
0.191 (0.003)
—
—

0.680 (0.002)
—
—

323,250

256,237

0.015 (0.000)

0.012 (0.051)
0.056 (0.053)
—
—

0.006 (0.051)

Standard errors are shown in parentheses.

357,087

0.192 (0.004)
0.175 (0.004)
0.507 (0.008)
—

0.191 (0.003)
0.207 (0.004)
0.305 (0.007)
0.260 (0.005)

s1
s2
s3
s4

log L

0.485 (0.002)
1.636 (0.006)
—

0.415 (0.002)
1.201 (0.005)
5.471 (0.039)

k2
k3
k4

Two Factors

0.323 (0.025) 0.045 (0.024)
0.310 (0.051)
—
0.068 (0.051)
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Three Factors

Four Factors

Panel A

162,645

0.060 (0.000)

0.036 (0.043)
—
—
—

0.010 (0.043)

—
—
—
—
—
—

0.136 (0.004)
—
—
—

—
—
—

One Factor

0.147 (0.003)
0.156 (0.004)
0.160 (0.004)
—

1.041 (0.004)
3.776 (0.013)
—

Three Factors
—
—
—

One Factor

170,067

0.002 (0.000)

153,226

0.003 (0.000)

125,323

84,155

0.009 (0.000) 0.037 (0.000)

196,754

0.004 (0.000)

0.033 (0.065) 0.025 (0.050)
0.035 (0.093)
0.176 (0.068)
—
0.026 (0.080)
—
—
0.185 (0.128)
—
—
0.208 (0.143)

0.020 (0.093)

0.279 (0.025)
0.070 (0.026)
0.442 (0.027)
0.018 (0.025)
0.572 (0.028)
0.554 (0.021)

0.019 (0.066) 0.027 (0.065)
0.012 (0.081) 0.129 (0.059)
0.169 (0.095) 0.085 (0.068)
0.101 (0.091)
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

0.210 (0.004)
0.253 (0.007)
0.334 (0.009)
0.355 (0.009)

0.415 (0.003)
1.239 (0.010)
3.545 (0.073)

Four Factors

0.016 (0.065) 0.013 (0.050)

0.287 (0.014)
—
—
—
—
—

0.127 (0.003) 0.111 (0.004)
0.179 (0.004)
—
—
—
—
—

1.258 (0.013)
—
—

Two Factors

0.007 (0.066) 0.013 (0.065)

0.258 (0.032) 0.027 (0.026)
0.242 (0.033) 0.186 (0.014)
0.714 (0.025) 0.006 (0.020)
0.036 (0.035)
—
0.348 (0.035)
—
0.162 (0.040)
—

0.150 (0.003)
0.230 (0.009)
0.246 (0.010)
0.214 (0.005)

0.681 (0.013)
1.283 (0.012)
7.255 (0.038)

Four Factors

Panel B

Parameter Estimates From Oil Futures Data for Different Panels

TABLE II

182,156

0.006 (0.000)

0.041 (0.092)
0.039 (0.069)
0.192 (0.280)
—

0.027 (0.092)

0.192 (0.040)
0.031 (0.056)
0.217 (0.085)
—
—
—

0.206 (0.005)
0.211 (0.008)
0.705 (0.011)
—

0.451 (0.002)
1.448 (0.006)
—

Three Factors

—
—
—

One Factor

—
—
—
—
—
—

145,438

85,204

0.015 (0.000) 0.072 (0.000)

0.039 (0.087) 0.035 (0.072)
0.129 (0.120)
—
—
—
—
—

0.026 (0.087) 0.004 (0.072)

0.188 (0.037)
—
—
—
—
—

0.195 (0.005) 0.159 (0.007)
0.337 (0.006)
—
—
—
—
—

0.661 (0.002)
—
—

Two Factors

Panel C
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FIGURE 2

Time series of the standard deviation for state variable x1. The ﬁgure
displays the time evolution from January 1999 to December 2001 of
the standard deviation for state variable x1 in the four-factor model,
which is obtained from the ﬁrst entry of matrix Pt, the covariance
matrix of state variable estimation errors.
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Std. Dev. (%)
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FIGURE 3

Time series of the standard deviation for state variable x4. The ﬁgure displays
the time evolution from January 1999 to December 2001 of the standard
deviation for state variable x4 in the four-factor model, which is obtained
from the last diagonal entry of matrix Pt, the covariance matrix of
state variable estimation errors.

statistically significant. The standard deviation measurement error
parameter j is small, although very signiﬁcant.6
Figures 2 and 3 display the standard deviation of the estimation error,
calculated as the squared root of the diagonal elements of matrix Pt, for
two different state variables in the four-factor model. This is important
when incomplete data sets are used. As expected, a more complete data set
induces a lower estimation error, but the estimation error of a particular
6

In this article, this parameter corresponds to the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) for the whole
sample.
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state variable should depend on the availability of futures contracts for the
speciﬁc maturity range represented by that particular state variable.
Figure 2 plots from January 1999 to December 2001 the estimation
error of x1, which heavily depends on the availability of long-term futures
contracts. It can be seen that the estimation error sharply increases for
some dates corresponding to days when long-term contracts are not
traded. In addition, it shows that the standard deviation increases
between two consecutive issues of long-term contracts, because a shorter
remaining maturity provides less information of long-term behavior.
Similarly, Figure 3 displays the time evolution from January 1999 to
December 2001 of the estimation error for state variable x4, which has
the highest mean reversion among all state variables. Because short-term
futures contracts usually trade every day, there are no abnormal spikes
like the ones observed in Figure 2. This standard deviation presents a
decreasing seasonal pattern with a 1-month cycle following monthly
emissions of short-term futures contracts.
Model Robustness
Besides the stability of parameter estimates, the performance of this
model and estimation procedure is measured by analyzing the ﬁt to the
observed futures prices term structure and the empirical volatility term
structure of futures returns.
Figures 4 and 5 show the ﬁt of the models for two dates. These specific dates were chosen as examples of market conditions when oil
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FIGURE 4

Estimated and observed oil futures prices on 06/30/1998. The ﬁgure displays
the theoretical term structure of futures prices on 06/30/1998 with the
use of one-, two-, three-, and four-factor models, and compares it to
observed futures prices when the term structure is in contango.
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FIGURE 5

Estimated and observed oil futures prices on 04/11/2001. The ﬁgure displays
the theoretical term structure of futures prices on 04/11/2001 with the use
of one-, two-, three-, and four-factor models, and compares it to observed
futures prices when the term structure is in backwardation.
TABLE III

In-Sample RMSE and Bias for Panels A (1992–2001), B (1992–1996),
and C (1997–2001)
RMSE

Bias

5.92%
1.46%
0.51%
0.29%

0.0004%
0.0004%
0.0002%
0.0001%

3.70%
0.87%
0.31%
0.16%

0.0009%
0.0000%
0.0000%
0.0000%

7.12%
1.46%
0.53%
0.35%

0.0010%
0.0003%
0.0003%
0.0002%

Panel A
1F
2F
3F
4F

Panel B
1F
2F
3F
4F

Panel C
1F
2F
3F
4F

futures term structures exhibited strong contango or backwardation. It
can be seen that one- and two-factor models cannot ﬁt observed futures
prices accurately on these dates, whereas three- and four-factor models
ﬁt them very well.
Table III shows the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) and bias of
model futures estimates for in-sample data. It can be seen that futures
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FIGURE 6

Root-mean-squared errors for each model. The ﬁgure is obtained by calculating the in-sample
root-mean-squared errors (RMSE) by maturity for the 35 existing oil futures contracts
and for each model with the use of Panel A (1992–2001).

price estimations are unbiased for all models and panels and exhibit a
RMSE of less than 1% for three- and four-factor models. For example, in
Panel A, considering an average spot oil price of $21, the RMSE corresponds to an error of only $0.07 for the four-factor model. On the other
hand, the one-factor model exhibits a high RMSE ranging from 3.70 to
7.12%. Figure 6 displays the RMSE by maturity for each of the models.
It can seen that the inclusion of more factors improves the fit for all
maturities, especially for short- and long-term contracts.
Another way to measure model stability is to compare the RMSE of
out-of-sample and in-sample estimations. For this purpose the RMSE for
years 2002, 2003, and 2004 is calculated with the use of Panel A parameters. Table IV displays these results and shows that the RMSE for these
years is similar to the RMSE obtained for 2001.
It is important to note that these results are obtained under the
assumption that the spot price is nonstationary, which seems reasonable
for oil (Schwarz & Szakmary, 1994). Moreover, Bessembinder et al.
(1995) find large and significant mean reversion in agricultural commodities and crude oil futures markets, smaller but statistically signiﬁcant mean reversion in metals futures, and weak mean reversion in
ﬁnancial futures markets. Thus, one may be concerned that the nonstationarity of the model combined with the embedded assumption of mean
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TABLE IV

In-Sample RMSE for the Year 2001 and Out-of-Sample RMSE
for Years 2002–2004 Calculated with Panel A (1992–2001)
Parameters for Different Number of Factors

1F
2F
3F
4F

2001 (In sample)

2002

2003

2004

5.43%
1.38%
0.60%
0.36%

4.38%
1.22%
0.66%
0.53%

5.93%
1.88%
0.71%
0.46%

5.52%
1.35%
0.54%
0.37%

TABLE V

In-Sample RMSE for the Year 2001 and Out-of-Sample RMSE for Years 2002
to 2004 for Copper Futures With the Use of Different Numbers of Factors

1F
2F
3F

2001 (In sample)

2002

2003

2004

2.46%
0.25%
0.16%

2.36%
0.12%
0.07%

1.37%
0.17%
0.08%

5.88%
1.29%
0.44%

reversion may make the model fit the oil futures well, but not other
commodity futures, like metals.7
To address this issue, Table V presents results for the same model
estimated with the use of copper futures for 1, 2, and 3 factors. In particular, the data used in this estimation consist of daily copper futures
traded at NYMEX from January 1992 to December 2001. The table displays out-of-sample RMSE for the years 2002, 2003, and 2004, and also
in-sample RMSE for the year 2001. It can be seen that results similar to
those obtained for oil are found for copper, suggesting that the model
behaves well for some metals. This is also consistent with the results
reported by Schwartz (1997).
As a last measure of robustness, the model volatility term structure of
futures returns is calculated from Equation (18), and compared to the
empirical volatilities ŝ2F (t) obtained directly from observed futures prices:
ŝF2 (t) 

1 N
2
a (log(F(ti, t)兾F(ti  ¢t, t))  m)
¢t i1

(29)

Figure 7 shows, for each model and panel, the theoretical and
empirical volatility term structures. It can be seen that one- and twofactor models do not fit the empirical volatility term structure well.
Although the volatility term structure in Panel B (1992–1996) ﬁts the
7

The authors thank the referee for this comment.
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three-factor model very well, it does not perform well in Panel C
(1997–2001), as it overestimates the short-term volatility. This translates
into an overestimated short-term volatility for Panel A, as it is the union
of Panels B and C. On the contrary, the four-factor model closely ﬁts the
empirical volatility term structure across all panels.
A possible explanation for the failure of the three-factor model to ﬁt
the volatility term structure might be a structural break in the volatility of
oil futures returns during the 1992–2001 period.8 One way to test this
hypothesis is to compare model estimates between the two different periods 1992–1996 and 1997–2001. This could easily be done by comparing
the likelihood functions, and seeing whether this difference is signiﬁcant.
One may be concerned, however, that because the current estimation
procedure uses a very large number of data points, it will reject any
hypothesis of no structural change. On the other hand, it may be interesting to use as much information as possible from the whole futures
term structure in testing for structural change.
The structural break is tested by comparing the time-series covariance matrix of state variables for each sample, and then computing a
Wald test statistic. In particular, the Wald statistic is computed with the
use of the GMM procedure applied to the time-series dynamics of each
state variable, and carried out for each model. This generates Waldstatistic values of 456.05, 171.70, 115.19, and 97.51 for the four-,
three-, two-, and one-factor models, respectively. Given that critical
values at 95% for this test are 18.31, 12.59, 7.81, and 3.84, respectively,
the null hypothesis of no structural change is clearly rejected.
In addition, the presence of volatility parameters in the valuation
formula of futures prices might also cause empirical and theoretical
volatility term structures to diverge. Because the estimation is performed
by improving the likelihood function of price innovations, there is always
a trade-off between improving the pricing of futures contracts and the
time-series volatility estimation. A larger number of factors gives more
flexibility to adjust first and second moments simultaneously, hence
explaining why the four-factor model outperforms the three-factor one in
ﬁtting the volatility term structure.
CONCLUSIONS
This article studies the ability of an N-factor Gaussian model to explain
the stochastic behavior of oil futures prices when estimated with the use
of all available price information. In recent years, oil futures markets
8

The authors thank the referee for pointing this out.
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have included new futures contracts with longer maturities that do not
have historical prices. In addition, not all futures contracts trade every
day. To include all data without discarding or aggregating prices, a
Kalman filter estimation procedure that allows for a time-dependent
number of observations is used.
The model is calibrated with the use of all daily light sweet crude
oil futures prices traded at NYMEX during the 10-year period from
January 1992 to December 2001. The model is estimated with the use
of one, two, three and four factors, for the three different panels: from
1992 to 2001, from 1992 to 1996, and from 1997 to 2001. It is found
that most parameter estimates are signiﬁcant and stable across different
panels, as opposed to the long-term growth rate and most risk premium
parameters, which are not. Moreover, out-of-sample errors for the
2002–2004 period are similar to in-sample errors, supporting the stability of the model. In addition, the model also performs well for copper
futures.
Empirical results show that one and two-factor models fail to accurately ﬁt observed prices and the volatility term structure. The three-factor
model, while explaining market prices very well, overestimates the shortterm volatility in some panels, which may be attributed to a structural
change in oil prices occurring after 1997. Finally, the four-factor model
performs well, explaining the stochastic behavior of oil prices.
In general, the model works well in estimating the term structure of
oil futures prices and the volatility term structure of oil futures returns. As
such, the model could be useful for oil producers and consumers, and also
ﬁnancial intermediaries like futures traders, in valuing and hedging oil
contingent claims. For example, the model could be used to value oillinked ﬁnancial contracts with option-like characteristics, or to implement
long-term hedging strategies with existing futures contracts.
APPENDIX A
This Appendix deduces Equation (17) with the use of Equation (16).
Because the conditional distribution for the spot price ST is lognormal, it
follows that
Q
EQ
t (ST )  expaEt (YT ) 

1 Q
V (Y )b
2 t T

(30)

where YT  log(ST ), Et (YT )  (1)(EQ
t (xT ))  mT and Vart (YT )  (1) 
Q
(Covt (xT ))(1).
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From Equation (3) the conditional moments of xt are
Et (xT )  eK(Tt)xt  a

冮

Tt

eKt dtb L

(31)

e t (e ) dt

(32)

0

Covt (xT ) 

冮

Tt
K

Kt

0

where

dt  (dwt)(dwt ). Thus
EQ
t (xi (T))  •

i1
x1 (t)  l1 (T  t)
ki (Tt)
1e
eki(Tt)xi (t) 
li i  2, . . . , N
ki

CovtQ (xi (T), xj (T))  •

s12 (T  t)
1  e(kikj)(Tt)
si sj rij
ki  kj

i  1, j  1

(33)

(34)

i  1, j  1

The valuation formula (17) is obtained by inserting Equations (33)
and (34) into Equation (30).
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